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ABSTRACT

lilts study examines a criminal diversion pro^am.

Of

principle interest is the diversion program's effect on A-pec/7>c
deterrence. This investigation utilizes a case study design.
Individuals were selected from court dockets and mediation-

diversion files. The cases were divided into three groups: diverted

cases, cases that qualified hut were processed by the court system,

and cases handled by the court system. A follow-up looking for
recidivism was performed. Additionally, personal data were
gathered and the effects of age, education, occupation and ethnic
group were controlled for in an analysis of covariance.
INTRODUCTION

In the curieiit literature on courts, otic feature stands
out---thcre is a crisis. This crisis lias been described from virtuallv

all possible angles: Marcus (1979) writes of "judicial overload:"-

Barton (197.*5) notes the "legal explosion:" Ehrlich (1976) stresses
"legal polluiioti:" Auerbach (1976) highlights the "plague oflawyers;"

and Manning (1977) focuses on "hyperlcxis."

Numerous other

statemetits (e.g.; Gillespie, 1976; Goldman et al., 1976; Rifkind»1976:

Adams. 1977: Freeman, 1977; and Bell, 1978) all center on the

deficiencies of the present court system. One proposed solution to
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ameliorate the crisis is the use of court diversion programs.
Diversion, refers to the "transfer of disputes from regular
courts to some alternative forum: an administrative tribunal, an
arbitrator, a mediation panel" (Johnson, et al., 1977:2). These

alternatives to the justice institutions for dispute processing were
used in the United States as early as the 1920's (Dan;iig. 1973:

Fisher, 1975), however, the roots of informal justice can be traced
back to as early as the mid-nineteenth century (Doo, 1973).
Diversion programs, it is suggested, have three advantages
over the court system: first, tliey avoid delay: second, they reduce the
costs involved: and third, they allow for increased expertise to be

brought into the process (Johnson, et al., 1977). Others choose to
highlight different features of diversion programs. Sander (1976)
believes that diversion programs are better able to deal with three

of the major drawbacks to tlie adjudicative court system: (1) the
third party's coercive power; (2) the 'win or lose' nature of the
decision: and (3) "the tendency of the decision to focus narrowly on
the immediate matter in issue as distinguished from a concern with

the underlying relationship between the parties" (P. 115). Although

diversion programs can take different forms the underlying concern
addressed is increased access to justice (Cappelletti, 1978-79).
As an alternative to the adjudicative system, Danzig (1973)

and Danzig and Lowy (1975) propose the creation of community
"moots" (Oibbs, 1963) for the processing of disputes. Gibbs' (1963)
discussion of the ICpelle people of Liberia highlights the informal
quasi-legal dispute-processing procedures of the moot. The Kpelle
moot is an "informal airijig of a dispute which takes place before an

assembled group which includes kinsnten of tlie litigants and

neighbors from the quarter where the case is being heard. It is a
completely ad hoc group, varying greatly in composition from case
tti case" (Gibbs, 1963:3).
Gibbs outlines what he feels are some of the advantages of

the moot proceedings over that of the Kpelle courtroom hearings
which he describes as "coercive and arbitrate in tone" (P. 2). First,

he acknowledges that the moot hearing allows for a more complete

airing of the grievances than does a courtroom proceeding: thus a
more appropriate settlement to the dispute may be attained. There
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arc several feaiures of moot hearings thai facilitate this: moot

hearings take place shortly after the dispute arises; the moot
convenes in familiar surroundings without the symbols ofpower that

characterize courtroom proceedings: disputants rather than a judge

control the proceedings in the moot: and everything said in the moot
is deemed relevant to the dispute.

Asecond major advantage Gibbs attributed to moot hearings
IS that solutions in the moot are often consensual as opposed to the
courtroom where decisions are often imposed on parties.

Ihese authors, along with most current literature, favor
mediation as the most desirable alteinaiivc to the adjudicative
system tor civil (aw cases.

But mediation has also been applied to criminal cases. In
criminal cases, the mediation process is a method of resolving a
criminal charge by having the defendant and the victim negotiate

logeUtcr with the assistance of an impartial third party fthe
mcdraior). The disputants are not forced, but are requested to

participate in the mediation session, with the understanding that if

an agreement cannot be reached or. the agreement is laterdefaulted

upon, the case will be returned to the courts. In this process the
locus is on the disputants resolving the problem themselves, and the
role of the mediator is to promote agreement rather than to provide
a solution or to impose a settlement.

Critics ofmediation-diversion schemes raise several concerns
hirsl, they suggest that these efforts increase the level of social
coiuroi (sec; Abel. 1982; Hofricliter 1982a, 1982b: Lazersuit 1982-

Reitiier. 1982; Santos, 1982; -roniasic, 1982). This charge i^ay be

true tor ccvil cases as it appears tliat more individuals are willitlg to
take ilieir disputes to mediation than arc willing to press for a

resolve ,t. the court system. But it becomes virtually impossible to

venfy thts lor criminal cases, and may be unwarranted, since

defendants will be processed regardless. If tlie mediation process is

separate from the courts tlien true social control is likely to decrease
111 that an agreement made between individuals represents less social'
control titan traditional repressive penalties. However, even if we
grant the critics tlieir position that social control is greater under
mediation, there may still be benefits fnr the violator. ' A violator
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who wishes to avoid the stigma of a criminal record—which often
aniouiits to a tornt of social ostracism—may be willing to accept the

sliort-run consequences of increased social control. Alternatively,
the claim of coctcion In criminal mediation sessions cannot be
downplayed. Obviously there is a coercive element in the mediation

session when one party is responding to a criminal charge.
Second, some critics suggest that mediation and other
diversion schemes encourage offenders to continue their criminal

activities, or to embark on a "life of crime," by removing the fear of
court prosecution and traditional repressive penalties (e.g. prison
sentence).

Additionally, there also exists sonte concern over the loss of

due process rights lor offenders. However, in virtually all of these
cases there is no doubt as to the defendant's guilt and therefore the
loss of due process rights presents little concern for offenders. Also

remember that it is their choice whether or not to participate in the
mediation process and that either party, victim or offender, may
withdraw their participation at any time.
These concerns over mediation

programs

pose

the

sociologically significant question of whether diversion programs
reinforce societal norms for both the victim and the offender.
Obviously, the cessation of the offender's involvement in deviant
aelivihes would be evidence of his/her at minimal tolerance for,

hopefully acceptance of, and at best reintegratlon with society'.s
cherished norms.

The reinlorcemeut of st)cietal norms for the victim, however,
is a more difficult assessment to make.

First, one must determine

who the victim is. To some, the victim is the individual(s) against
whom an offense is committed.

In this case the victim's active

participation in the negotiation of the penally will lead to

satisfaction with that outcome and licnce, reiitforcement of society's
norms through the attainment of a just outcome. To others,
however, the victim may be seen as the society, since the laws that

bind the society together have been violated.

From this point of

view, it is less obvious that mediation leads to the reinforcement of

societal norms. Supporters of this persuasion believe that the best
method of reconciling the wrongdoing against society, and
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The respondent or complainant is not normally a resident of the
area in which the incident occurred; (d) The incident is identified as
oart of the respondent's pattern of present and persistent cntninal
behavior. Existence of one of the four criteria auiomac.caily
excluded the individual from participating in the mediation-diversion

prograi^^^^ the referral of acase, the John Howard Society contacts

the complainant (the person who filed the complaint) and inquires
into his/her willingness to participate in a mediation session to
resolve his/her dispute with the respondent (the person the

complaint is against), rather than having a dccisioti rendered by the

formal court process. Ifmediation is agreeable to bodi complauiaiu
and respondent, a convenient time for both parties to meet is
the mediation session the parties are introduced to a

mediator. The mediator is a "neutrar third person whose task it is
to see that evervoiic nets a fair hearing and not to act as judge
assigning guilt or innocence. On occasion the mediator may smuggest

some possible alternatives if an agreement cannot be reached by
both parties. In a mediation session the complainant speaks first
and describes the incident and any problems that may have resulted

from the respondent's actionCs). The respondent is then asked to

recount his/her version of the incident along with any infornialion
which may have a bearing on the case. Then the complainant is
asked what he/she perceives as a suitable resolution to the mcidcnl
and an agreement between the parties is negotiated. There arc
rhree stipulations regarding the nature of the agreement. First,
agreemciu-s must be positive in nature precluding any promise ic

cease engaging in certain behavior. This stipulation, it is hoped wil
require the parlies to seek reparauve solutions rather than ones tha
simply avoid future problems. Second, the agreement must bt
measurable. Tliis requirement maintains the agrced-upon tocus oi
^Orten especially in cases ot Uicft under $200 (e.g.. slioplifiing). die coniplaiuai

is a business or organizaiion. In diesc cases a rcprcscmaiivc ol ilic organization sue
as a member of die siore's security pcrsomiel. a dcpartmctu head or a store neinagt
will appear as the complainant.
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guidelines of the mediation- diversion program and were therefore
diverted into tlie program: (2) a not-referred group wlio also met all

the guidelines of the mediation-diversion program but for various
reasons (e.g.. the refusal of one of the parties to participate in
mediation, the inability to contact the victim, or simply non-referral

bv the pro.scculor). were not diverted into the program but were

processed by tlic traditional court system: and (3) a traditionally
processed group that did not meet the guidelines for diversion and
thus were also processed by tlic traditioital court system.

Although this aspect of the research lacks the precision of

randomness, demographic data werecollected on individuals in these

three groups. These variables (age. occupation, education, and
ethnic group), were introduced as covariates. This provided for
greater precision in isolating the specific deterrence Impact of the
diversion program. To test for this, a one-way analysis of covariance

(ANCOVA) was performed on the three groups. The ANCOVA
allows for the examination of an individual's score, (here the number
of rimes an individual recidivates after the treatment) while

controlling for the effects of certain specified variables (age,

occupation, education, and ethnic group).
^Under

Canadian

law

only

The individual's

one

charge

per

criminal incident may be brought agaxnst a
defendant.
The American practice of filing
several counts or multiple charges is viewed as

placing the defendant in double jeopardy.
As
Laskin, J., stated for the majority in KIBNAPPLE
V.

THE QUEEN:

the term res judicata best expresses the theory
of precluding multiple convictions for the same

delict, although the matter is the basis of two
separate offenses...
Where there has been a

previous conviction of an accused, whether in a
former trial or on one count of a multicount
indictment,
issue estoppel
is obviously
an

inappropriate

term to

urge

against

a

further

conviction of another offense. So, too, would be
autrefois convict in its strict connotation; hence
the utility of res judicata.
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recidivism was measured as the number of criminal charges brought

against tlie individual after receiving either court or mediation
processing.

" Honest Significant DifferenceANCOVA,
a modification
off -rlukeys
Test, the Tukcy-Kramcr
procedure (Kirk. 1982:119-120) was utilized.

Ihis analysis represents a secondary analysis of data obtained

by the John Howard Society in Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada

covering the period trom June 1, 1976 to May 31,1979. The samole

gi-o ups were generated by selecting the names of all persons cltarged

with d.vertible otteiises on evet^ ^ixth working day. as appearing on
he Reg.na City court dockets. These names were then divided into
three categories: diverted cases, not referred cases, and traditionally
? all three groups to obtain personal
were distributed
to the individuals
and demographic
data. The
accuracy "tthese data was improved and supplemented by the Royal
anadian Mounted Police FPS computer records for about one-fifth

of the saniplc. Hus procedure generated the following sample

groups: D.vened (N = 127); Not Referred (N = 229)- and

Irbtrr and

^^re presented iii
RESULTS

Table 1: Results of Analysis of Variance

Wc.ofVa,-i.ti„„
Corrected Total

DF SumofSq. Mean Sq. FValue
2

784.47

392.23

724

6226.61

8.60

726

7011.09

43.61-

D>.0001

lable 1 shows the results of a single ANOVA, testing the

rriNrnvr""
reducingconfounding
recidivism. effects
Table of
2gives
an
ANCOVA coutroihng for the possible
age
OLcupaiion education, and ethnicity. These tests were designed to
measure effect ot mediation-diversion program.on those who were
allowed to participate in il as compared with those who were not.
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The Tukcy-Kramcr procedure was then

performed

to

compare the differeiu groups to each other. The results of the
Tukcy-Kranier procedure clearly sliow that a statistically significant
difference exists. Tlie results of these pairwise comparisons are
presented in Table 3.
Table 2: Results of Analysis of Covariance With Age, Education,

Occupation and Ethnicity as Covariatcs
Source of Variation
Model

Error
Corrected Total
'

DF
9

Sum of Sq.

717
726

Mean Sq.

1226.76

136.30

57S4.32

8.06

F Value
16.90*

7011.09

n> .n()OI

Table 3: Results of Pairwise Comparisons Using Tukey-Kramer
Procedure

Group
Diverted (A)
Not Referred (B)

Traditionally Processed (C)

Comparison Groups
Group A - Group B
Group B - Group C

Group Mean

N

Standard Error

127

0.55

229

1.58

.24

371

3.17

.20

.30

Difference Between Means
1.03
.005
1.59
.001

Groan A - Grouo C

2.62

Alpha

-001

Exaniinaiioit of the differences between groups revealed that
individuals referred for inediation-divcrsioii coniinitted significantly
fewer criminal violations than those who did not qualify for the

program. More imporiaiuly. individuals who completed mediationdiversion committed significatitly fewer criminal violations than those

who qualified for mediation- diversion but were not referred.
Individuals who completed

the

ntediation-diversion

program

committed .55 criminal vtolaiioiis while those who were eligible but
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not referred committed 1.58 violations. While those who qualify for
mediation-diversion have different characteristics from those whodo

not quality, the single difference between the diverted group and the
not referred group is the form of legal processing they received, and
this appears to be a significant variable.

The effect that this mediation-diversion program has on the

individual warrants consideration by the criminal justice system.
That mediation-diversion is more effective in reducing recidivism
than the traditional court system for those who qualified for the
program is shown by tlie data, but the effect that mediation-

diversion has on repeal offenders is unknown due to their exclusion
from the program. For those, however, who qualified for mediationdiversion and went through the program as opposed to those who

qualified but went through the traditional court system, significantly
fewer acts of recidivism occurred.
DISCUSSION

The focus of this study has been on the specific deterrent
effect of a mediation-diversion program. Unlike many evaluations

of diversion programs which arc simply efficiency reports adopting
standards borrowed from cost accounting: or studies whicli define

success as little niore than nieasurements of time per case, cost per
case, and inquiries into complainant/ respondent satisfaction. This

study endeavors to gain some insight into the social impact of such
programs.

Mediation-diversion programs appear to be an effective form

of specific deterrence. Those individuals who went through the

mediation-diversion program rccidivatcd less. Future information
is needed on the impact of sucli programson titc habitual offender,
who in most programs does not qualify for inclusion. The
individuals who presently qualify for most mediation-diversion
programs pose less of a risk of becoming repeat offenders than those
who go through the court process. Research is needed to discover

how those offenders who currently do not qualify for this or similar
programs would respond.

One major problem facing most research of this type is that
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ll\e random assigiimctn of individuals is virtually never attempted.

In this particular study, random assigiimeui would have provided
greatly needed information on the effects that mediation-diversion
might have for those who did not qualify for the program. Under
a random assignment system, a criminal would not know beforehand
which form of legal processiitg would be assigned after

apprehension. The individual thus might be deterred from engaging
In criminal activity to the degree that one form of legal processing,
either traditional court processing or mediation-diversion, is feared
more than the other.

Another area for future investigation involves the attempt to
determine those crimes best suited to a mediation-diversion program

as well as identifying those offenses where applicability may be
limited. Finally, there exists a need to examine how these programs

should be implemented in relation to the traditional courts. Here
there are an indefinite number of possible combinations, but we
should seek to discover what combinations produce the most
favorable results.
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